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Were you aware that Sound On were due to host a music festival the last weekend in April 2016 on
the Aveley Sports Village grounds. This has now been postponed untilthe weekend of 13'h and 14'h
August,2016 and the circumstances have been changed. There will he approx 5,000 tickets to be
sold and parking will be on site only. There will be 4 bars serving alcohol instead of the previous 1
only. The hours are 0900 til midnight and alcoholwill be served from 11am-1030pm both days and

the music will stop at t030pm.

I oppose this festival, as this wrll have a negative impact for residents of Purfleet Road and Aveley for the
following reasons:

Parking: Local residents will suffer from people attending the event parking in Purfleet Road and across Aveley to avoid any
possible parking charges at the venue.

Traffic congestion: Residents will suffer from the huge number of people attending the venue. blocking local roads,both in travelling
to and from, and by parking loca{ly unlaw.fully.

Risk to public sa{ety: Purfleet Road is a residential area with an already high traffic flow as a lakeside cut through for cars as well as
articulated lorrres unlawfulty using this road. This event will further increase traffic and raises the risk of road accidents, especially
with children.

Noise Pollutiofl: The proximity of the event to Purfleet Road coupled with the timings means the noise caused will be significant and
unacceptable to the peaceful enjoymeni of residents by both the music itself and that caused by people going to and leaving the
event.

Criminal activity and Public Disorder: The availability of alcohol and the nature of the event itself unacceptably increases the risk of
alcohol and drug related disorder both at and in proximity to the event, ie within Purfleet Road and Aveley, with respect to noise and
anti-social behaviour, violence and criminal damage to private and public propefiy.
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